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Kurdistan unhappy as
Baghdad opens upstream

Petrobras not
seeking special
treatment
By Tom Nicholls

By Derek Brower

And Hawrami warned potential bidding companies that they could be blamed
when the TSAs fail to deliver the kind of
growth in production Iraqis expect. “It is a
trap,” he said, adding: “You’ve been waiting five years; wait another five.”
Output of “7m, 8m or 9m barrels a day”
would not be achieved by offering companies “lousy contracts” that don’t encourage them to develop all of Iraq’s oil.
And Hawrami said any new contracts
signed are unlikely to be approved by
parliament or the government, given that
they will not maximise revenue from
Iraq’s resources, as demanded by the
country’s constitution. “Anyone sensible
will not sign [an agreement],” he added.
“If you don’t have a legal framework it
will end in tears.”
Iraq’s cabinet agreed a proposed oil law
for the country in 2007, but opposition
from the KRG and others has so far prevented it from passing into law.
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THE IRAQI oil ministry opened six oilfields to foreign companies yesterday in
an attempt to boost production to 4.5m b/d
by 2013. The announcement will trigger a
rush of bidding by companies eager to tap
the world’s third largest oil reserves. The
ministry also hopes soon to sign shortterm agreements with a handful of majors
in the interim in an effort quickly to increase production by 0.5m b/d.
Before the ministry’s announcement
yesterday, Shell boss Jeroen van der Veer
said he hoped contracts with the Iraqi government could be signed “within weeks
rather than months”.
But oil minister Hussein al-Shahristani
named another 35 companies that will
also be allowed to bid for longer service contracts on the Kirkuk, Remeila, Zubair, Qurna West, Maysan and Bay Hassan
fields. Al-Shahristani described the fields
as “the backbone of Iraq’s oil production”.
Output is presently about 2.5m b/d.
Bids must be submitted by end-March
2009, with awards to be made next June.
A 25% stake in each contract must be held
by an Iraqi company, said the ministry.
However, yesterday in Madrid the minister of natural resources for the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), a semiautonomous region of Iraq, claimed the
contract model proposed by the oil ministry in Baghdad would cost the country
“trillions of dollars” in lost revenue, result
in slow development of its oil production
and contravene the constitution.
In an interview with WPC News, Ashti
Hawrami said the technical-service agreements (TSAs) on offer are “likely to fail.
We don’t encourage these contracts. It is
not in the interests of Iraq or in the interests of the companies.”
The KRG yesterday published the results of a study it commissioned to compare the production-sharing contracts it
has offered to companies operating in
Kurdistan with the Iraqi oil ministry’s
proposed risk-service contracts (RSCs).
The report, by consultant Pedro van

Meurs and law firm Clifford Chance, concludes that there is “no doubt” the RSC
model “would be a real tragedy” for Iraq,
and “completely misaligns the interests of
the investor and the host government in
terms of cost efficiency”.
The report also faults the oil ministry’s
TSAs, an interim model that would invite companies to help boost output from
producing fields. “International oil companies do not really have an incentive to
give good advice. They receive the same
consulting fees regardless of the results of
the field production.”
Hawrami predicted the contracts would
not encourage the majors to invest adequate resources on given oilfields, and
asked: “Since when did the majors become consultants?” He also criticised a
lack of transparency in negotiations with
the majors, who were granted exclusive
access to data relating to the fields they
hope to develop on short-term contracts.

King Juan Carlos I of Spain addresses delegates after presenting the WPC Youth
and Excellence Awards (see page 2)

PETROBRAS won’t seek privileged access to unlicensed parts of Brazil’s presalt province, José Sergio Gabrielli, the
firm’s chief executive, said yesterday.
“We are not asking for any kind of privileges,” Gabrielli told WPC News. He
added that unitisation agreements with
neighbouring acreage holders would be
necessary if reservoirs identified by Petrobras continue into other blocks.
However, he would not comment on a
proposal by Brazilian energy minister Edison Lobao last week to set up a new national oil company to oversee development promising sub-salt layer acreage that
has not yet been licensed to exploration
firms. “The decision to do a 100% stateowned company is a government decision.
Petrobras has nothing to say on that.”
Petrobras has made a string of large
discoveries in the Santos basin’s pre-salt
frontier, in deep water offshore Rio de Janeiro. Its Tupi field alone could hold up to
8bn barrels. Petrobras plans to commence
an extended well test in the first quarter
of 2009, producing 20,000-30,000 barrels
a day (b/d). Flows will rise to 100,000 b/d
in 2010, when a pilot project comes on
stream and the ramp-up to full output –
1m b/d has been discussed – will probably not occur until after 2014.
Other nearby discoveries hold even
greater promise. In April, Haroldo Lima,
head of Brazil’s upstream regulator,
blurted out that the reserves in Petrobras’
Carioca field might amount to as much as
33bn barrels of oil equivalent (boe).
Petrobras quickly distanced itself from
those remarks, saying it had drilled only
one well in the area and could not produce
a reliable reserves figure. It is likely to be
several months until the company is able
to start work on a second well at the field,
because its rigs are all in use elsewhere,
said Gabrielli.
Petrobras is producing about 1.9m b/d
in Brazil and 2.3m boe/d worldwide. Not
including production from pre-salt discoveries, it aims to lift that to 3.1m boe/d
by 2012 and to 4.1m boe/d by 2015.
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Amendments to Social Responsibility
Global Village programme
(Stand 7460, Pavilion 7)
Tuesday, 1200-1230 CDA: Corporate
Engagement Project (CEP)
Wednesday, 1030-1100: Spanish Guitar/
Gaia-Shell: Program of socio-environmental capacity building and mobilisation
1430-1500 Engineers Against Poverty:
Engineer Against Poverty and Amec

Awards results
Youth award
Best young author:
Jaime Turazzi Naveiro, Petrobras
Title of paper: Perspectives to the
Southern Cone Gas Balance Using a
Game Theory Approach
Co-authors: Fernando Mauricio de
Aquino, Pedro Leonardo Neves
Finalists:
Laura Watt, Accenture, UK
Title of paper: Putting talent at the heart
of your strategy can mean success in
frontier markets; and
Jifeng Liang, China Offshore Oil and
Gas Development and Utilization
Company, China
Title of paper: Corporate Social
Responsibility of Overgas

Excellence awards
Social Responsibility category:
For small to medium-sized companies:
* Overgas, Bulgaria. Corporate Social
Responsibility of Overgas
For large companies:
* Chevron Global HIV/Aids programme.

News

BP calls for new model
for IOC-NOC relations
By Derek Brower

INTERNATIONAL oil companies (IOCs)
must move beyond the “historical model
that requires ownership of reserves and
production” as the sector adapts to an era
of rapidly rising demand and high energy
prices, Tony Hayward, chief executive officer (CEO) of BP, said yesterday.
Speaking to delegates at the WPC in
Madrid, the BP boss said national oil
companies (NOCs) and IOCs must co-operate better if the industry is to satisfy rapidly rising demand.
Hayward echoed comments by Total
chairman Thierry Desmarest, who said
earlier this month that his company’s
agreement with Gazprom to develop the
huge Shtokman gasfield, in the Barents
Sea, could be a new model for relations
between IOCs and NOCs.
And yesterday Shell’s CEO, Jeroen
van der Veer, said joint ventures between
Gazprom and foreign partners are likely to
follow the Shtokman model (see right).
The Shtokman agreement, which also
includes Norway’s StatoilHydro, gives
the foreign partners a minority stake in
the company developing the field. But
Gazprom says it will own all of the reserves
at Shtokman. Analysts have described the
deal as a “glorified service contract”.
BP’s Russian joint venture TNK-BP was
last year forced to sell its stake in the large

Technical Development category:
For small to medium-sized companies:
* Sarkhoon & Qeshm Gas, Iran. “Solar
Dew” as an Innovation System for
Sarkhoon Gas Treating Plant’s Oily
Wastewater
For large companies:
* Indian Oil Corporation, India.
Hydroprocessing Technology for Green
Fuels: Basics to Commercialisation
through Innovation
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Tony Hayward

Kovykta gasfield, in Russia, to Kremlincontrolled Gazprom. The UK major has
since sought to tie up a strategic agreement with the Russian gas monopoly.
Hayward’s words yesterday were a concession to the shift in power of recent
years from the majors to resource-rich
NOCs. Iraq also indicated yesterday that
it would seek to hire a host of IOCs as
service providers for upstream developments. BP is likely to be among the bidding companies.
NOCs hold 80% of global reserves,
noted Hayward, but IOCs still hold technological skills, know-how and operating experience. “We need more partnerships, more joint ventures, and more alliances,” he said. “In my opinion, the time
has come to develop new forms of contractual relationships that move beyond
the historical model that requires ownership of reserves and production.”
Meanwhile, Hayward also called for
governments to lower taxes on oil firms in
order to boost sluggish production growth
around the world, which he said had failed
to respond to rapidly rising demand.
Taxation has become “dangerously
high” for oil companies, he said. “When
prices are rising - in any industry - this is
counter-productive. Higher taxes mean
businesses have less money to invest in
new production.”
Hayward also dismissed peak oil and
speculation as factors behind the rising oil
price, saying the sector’s problems were
“above the ground – not below it”.
Another “myth”, the BP boss said, was the
notion that the world could switch quickly
to alternative energy. Biofuels, wind, and
solar energy comprise less than 2% of global energy production, he said. “Any future for humankind is going to depend, for
a long time to come, on fossil fuels and coal
is the fastest growing fuel type.”
And while demand from developing
countries continues to drive demand, Hayward said oil companies must retool and
rehire to keep up. “We need to get people and resources in the right place. We
don’t have enough experienced scientists
and engineers. We have too few university graduates with the right qualifications
and training, and not enough are joining
our industry. To compound the problem,
many of the most well qualified people in
the industry are close to retirement.”

StatoilHydro’s $2bn Troll boost
By Derek Brower

NORWAY’s StatoilHydro and partners
want to invest another $2bn in the Troll
oil and gas field to increase oil production
and maintain gas exports.
Troll holds 60% of Norway’s near 3 trillion cubic metres (cm) of natural gas reserves and averages production of around
138,000 barrels a day of oil and 120m
cm/d of gas. The development should also
boost output from nearby fields, StatoilHydro said on Friday.
The plan, which needs government approval, includes a new gas-injection plant
for improved oil recovery on the Troll B
platform, to be on line by 2011; a new gas
pipeline from the Troll A platform to the
Kollsnes gas plant, due on stream in 2011;
and replacement of gas production pipes

in wells running up to Troll A. Gas injection in Troll West will increase oil reserves by 17m barrels.
The development “will provide for
profitable oil production until 2030”, said
Hege Marie Norheim, senior vice-president for StatoilHydro’s reserves and business development on the Norwegian continental shelf.
Previous development plans had stalled
over worries that increased gas production could hit oil output and amid disagreements between Statoil, which operated the gas development, and Hydro,
which operated the oil. The companies
merged last year.
Troll partners are StatoilHydro, operator and 30.58%, state-owned Petoro, 56%,
Shell, 8.1%, Total, 3.69%, and ConocoPhillips, 1.62%.

Jeroen van der Veer

Shell: full Bonga
output in days,
not weeks
By NJ Watson

SHELL’s chief executive, Jeroen van der
Veer, said full production at the company’s Bonga facility off the coast of Nigeria, which was attacked on June 19 by
militants, had not yet been restored, but
that operations will return to normal in “a
matter of days, not weeks”.
The attack on the Bonga FPSO, 120 km
off the Nigerian coast and even further
from any large port, forced Shell to stop
production at the 190,000 barrels a day
(b/d) field, and to declare force majeure
for June and July, meaning it cannot guarantee to meet contractual obligations.
Speaking to reporters on the sidelines of
the 19th World Petroleum Congress, van
der Veer also confirmed that the Yamal
peninsula is included in the agreement he
has signed with Russia’s Gazprom to look
for opportunities to produce and liquefy
natural gas around the world.
He said any developments there are
likely to be structured in a similar way
to the project set up to develop the
huge Shtokman gas field; in that project,
Gazprom’s foreign participants have received stakes in a special company set up
to operate the project, not in the company
that holds the licence for the field.

News in brief
‘Europe’s first’ clean-coal electricity
plant – UK independent electricity producer Powerfuel Power has selected GE
Energy to supply gas and steam turbines
for what is claimed to be Europe’s first
clean-coal electricity generation plant.
The proposed 900 MW integrated gasification and combined-cycle (IGCC) plant
at Hatfield in the UK will be the first of
its kind to integrate CO2 capture “from the
beginning”. The “near-zero-emissions”
plant, scheduled to start operation using
natural gas as fuel at the end of 2011,
will be converted to operate using syngas
in 2013. The project will be the world’s
largest IGCC and Powerfuel’s intention
is to capture and store up to 90% of the
station’s carbon emissions.
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Cap, trade, capture and store
carbon, please – but no EU subsidies

USGS looks
towards fourth
trillion

By NJ Watson
By Tom Nicholls

A COMBINATION of systems to cap and
trade emissions, and to capture and store
carbon, is the only sustainable way to
meet the world’s demand for energy over
the next 50 years, but don’t expect the European Commission to subsidise this, delegates were told yesterday.
“From the EU side, the most we can
do is to provide the legal framework
and also to support research and development activities, but you can clearly
read my lips: there is never an intention to have subsidies for carbon capture
and storage (CCS),” Andris Piebalgs, the
energy commissioner for the European
Commission, said.
The EU, which now believes CCS technology can reduce CO2 emissions on
a “massive scale”, is planning to build
10-12 industrial-scale demonstration
projects, costing some $1bn each.
“The only subsidies for CCS we are
seeking will be for demonstration projects
on how to support all CCS in a safe and
transparent way,” says Piebalgs.
Jeroen van der Veer, Shell’s chief executive, said CCS – together with capand-trade systems like the EU’s Emission
Trading Scheme (ETS) – form a two-pillar approach that Shell sees as the only
realistic way to reduce emissions while
continuing to deliver the energy that the
world needs to prosper.
“We need to deliver all the energy we
can get from many different sources. We
need to grow the renewable business and
continue to develop the fossil fuel business,” said van der Veer.

Read my lips: there is never
an intention to have subsidies
for CCS – Andris Piebalgs

However, one pillar can’t survive without the other – something that politicians
in many parts of Europe seem unable to
understand, he added. He said many believe the only purpose of capping and trading carbon emissions is to penalise the use
of fossil fuels, which in turn would stimulate the development and use of alternative energy sources, particularly wind and
solar. “I think those people are wrong,” he
said. “We need both CCS and ETS, and
we need both at same time … one can’t be
successful without the other.”
The EU’s ETS, despite its flaws, is generally regarded as having done a fairly
good job of creating an economy-wide
price for carbon, which stands at ½€27 a
tonne. In 2007, emissions trading grew
into a $60bn business – most of that from
within the EU.

But Van der Veer said any cap-and-trade
system must eventually include all the
OECD countries, plus Brazil, Russia, India and China; and greenhouse-gas emissions certificates should be fully convertible across those markets.
Given the difficulties that the EU’s 27
governments have had in agreeing on the
structure of the ETS, it remains far from
certain whether a global agreement could
ever be achieved.
But BP’s chief executive, Tony Hayward, is optimistic that progress will be
made. Carbon trading is starting with regional blocks in the US, Europe and Asia,
but with regional markets such as California already talking about joining up with
the EU’s ETS system, the market appears
to be doing its work and “a global price
for carbon will soon emerge.”

RasGas LNG mega-trains on track for
2009 start-up, despite Gulf challenges
By Alex Forbes

QATARI LNG producer RasGas is confident of bringing both its new LNG
mega-trains on stream during 2009, despite the severe overheating that has occurred in the energy-project construction business in the Mideast Gulf.
This will come as welcome news to
buyers in an LNG market that has seen
supply become increasingly tight. Many
proposed projects are struggling to reach
final investment decision and some of
those that are going ahead are facing delays and cost-over-runs.
Speaking to WPC News, the company’s
operations manager, Hamad M Al-Muhannadi, said the first of the mega-trains –
the sixth to be constructed by the RasGas
group of companies – is expected to startup before the end of the first quarter next
year, with the second train due to start up
before the end of the third quarter.
Al-Muhannadi added that each train is
expected to take around six months to
ramp up from first LNG production to
the full design output capacity of 7.8m
tonnes a year (t/y). This means that full
combined output of 15.8m t/y should be
reached by the end of first-quarter 2010.
RasGas’ record of bringing large LNG
trains into production has been impres-
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sive, with all three of the 4.7m t/y trains
in the RasGas Expansion (RGX) project
having come on stream on time and
within budget, between 2004 and 2006.
In fact, the last RGX train to come on
stream, Train 5, was several months
ahead of schedule.
However, the RGX trains were largely
completed before the overheating of the
construction market really took hold.
First LNG production from Train 5 was
in late 2006.
“We have seen some impact in terms
of supply of resources so there have been
shortages of materials,” said Al-Muhannadi, “and the equipment vendors are also
experiencing some delays. The industry
as a whole has experienced a crunch – so
we have been affected by what is going
on around us.”
Another challenge for RasGas will be
the new technology being used for what
will be the world’s largest gas-liquefaction trains. “We did experience some
problems with Train 3, but we had fewer
problems with Train 4, and with Train 5
things were pretty smooth,” said Al-Muhannadi. “With Trains 6 and 7 – because
we have built this experience – we have
teams that have been dedicated to really
understanding the new technologies that
are coming.”

Hamad M Al-Muhannadi

THERE are around 0.5 trillion barrels of
conventionally recoverable oil yet to be
found in undiscovered fields and “probably” over 100bn barrels in the Arctic,
Donald Gautier, a geologist at the US
Geological Survey (USGS) told delegates yesterday.
The USGS, a government-funded research organisation, is due to publish an assessment of the Arctic’s hydrocarbons potential in the next few weeks. That study,
said Gautier – who had been speaking at
a Congress session entitled Chasing the
third trillion – would provide precise guidance on the USGS’ findings; but he said
that there is a “50:50 chance that there are
100bn barrels of reserves north of the Arctic Circle” and the same probability that
there is “in excess” of 0.5 trillion barrels of
conventional recoverable oil to be found.
The first trillion barrels of oil have been
produced. The second trillion is accounted
for by existing proved reserves of some 1.2
trillion barrels, which also leaves 200bn
barrels towards the third trillion. Reserves
increments at established fields, nearly
200bn barrels of recoverable heavy oil in
Canada and the undiscovered 0.5 trillion
barrels believes would be likely more than
to account for the third trillion.

“The question of whether the third
trillion exists is not really much of
an ‘if’ at this point” – USGS

“My view,” Gautier told WPC News, “is
that the question of whether the third trillion exists is not really much of an ‘if’ at
this point.” A more interesting question,
he added, concerned the fourth trillion.
Much of the undiscovered oil is likely
to be in areas where oil has been found
in the past, said Gautier, but he identified
Russia, the Arctic and the deep-water areas of the Gulf of Mexico (GOM), west
Africa and Brazil as highly prospective.
“Recent spectacular successes in Brazil
are consistent with the idea that a great
amount of resource remains to be found in
the continental margins, in deep water.”
Tony Hayward, chief executive of BP,
made a similar statement at an earlier session, telling delegates that production increases will have to come from frontier
provinces such as Canadian oil sands, the
Arctic Circle and the deep-waters GOM.
But while the world almost certainly
has the geological potential to supply the
third trillion, efforts to prove up resources
risk being stymied by politics and environmental barriers.
David Boone, head of Canada’s Escavara Energy, said environmental and political obstacles had the potential to “shut
down” frontier regions as fast as the industry’s “space-age technology” could open
them up. Robert Skinner, senior vice-president of commercial and business development at StatoilHydro Canada, said failure to tackle environmental issues and
other problematic areas of energy policy,
or adequately to address the industry’s
growing manpower shortage could mean
the industry will not even be able to chase
the third trillion, let alone catch it.
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Uncertainty surrounds Iran’s LNG ambitions
By Derek Brower

S

ANCTIONS, underinvestment,
internal squabbling, rising costs,
schedule delays: take your pick
of the problems that face Iran’s ambitions to become an exporter of liquefied
natural gas (LNG). The country has them
all, and not even the world’s secondlargest reserves of natural gas is enough,
it seems, to counter them.
In May, Shell and Repsol YPF withdrew
from their role in Persian LNG, one of several proposed LNG plants in Iran. After negotiations with state-owned National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC), the two Western firms agreed a complicated deal: instead
of developing phase 13 (including phase
14, which was rolled into the project) of the
South Pars gasfield, which would have supplied Persian LNG, they will develop an asyet-undeclared future phase. Rumours say it
could be phase 20 or 21, or both.
The world’s largest gasfield is divided
between Qatar and Iran. And the contrast
between Qatar’s development of its North
field and Iran’s progress on its side of the
border at South Pars is stark. In Qatar, the
North field already supplies gas for five
LNG plants, giving total exports of 30.2m

North Field side of the reservoir. But even
if that is true – and there is no evidence it
is – the tactic may have backfired.
Total says it remains committed to its
project, which includes development of
phases 11 and 12 of South Pars, with the
latter to supply the LNG plant. But analysts
are less sure. Chief executive Christophe de
Margerie has been careful to say Total is in
Iran “for the long term”, suggesting another
postponement is on the cards.
And following Shell’s and Repsol YPF’s
decision, the government has reshuffled its

programme for South Pars, with domestic
gas needs the priority and LNG now on
the back burner, says Ciszuk. Indeed, if
Shell and Repsol YPF take on phases 20
and 21, that will have other implications,
given that those phases were to have supplied the Iran-Pakistan-India pipeline.
The upshot is that LNG exports appear
as far away as ever, with Iran happy to
develop its gas for domestic needs now
and leave the exports for later. It leaves
the majors holding on, waiting for the
winds to shift.

“Iran is always a possibility, but something needs to change,” says Frank Harris, an LNG analyst at Wood Mackenzie, of the country’s export plans. Between sanctions, rising domestic gas
needs and internal opposition to exports,
the size of the resource is the only aspect
of Iran’s LNG programme not in doubt.
But Harris remains doubtful that any
project will come on stream soon. “If
you put out statements that you’re going
to buy LNG from Iran, that shows that
you’re not serious.”

Construction work at Qatargas 2.
Analysts joke that in the time it takes
Iran to decide to build an LNG project,
Qatar brings one on stream

tonnes a year (t/y). Another five are under
construction and will add 46.8m t/y to capacity. The pace of development has been
so fast that Doha has imposed a moratorium on new projects.
Analysts joke that in the time it takes Iran
to decide to build an LNG project, Qatar
brings one on stream. Part of the problem
stems from the US-led sanctions on Iran,
which have prevented substantial investments in its energy sector. The expertise
needed to bring on stream an LNG project
is still largely the preserve of the Western
majors, so their reluctance to expose their
businesses in the US to the punitive measures that investment in Iran would bring
remains a barrier to Iran’s ambitions.
Meanwhile, cost inflation has also afflicted Iran’s LNG programme. The investment needed on Persian LNG had
risen from $2.25bn to $10.0bn – and
may have gone beyond that, says Samuel Ciszuk, an analyst at Global Insight,
a consultancy. The cost of Pars LNG, a
smaller proposed plant in which Malaysia’s Petronas and France’s Total are partners, is likely to exceed $11bn.
Amid the uncertainty, Iran’s ultimatum to the Western investors to commit
to their projects by June may also have
forced the Persian LNG partners’ hand.
The government’s urgency could be related to its claim that Qatar’s development will see gas migrate from Iran to the
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Oil-sands industry in fowl mess
By WJ Simpson

T

HE MESSY, costly business of
extracting oil from tarry bitumen
has made the oil sands of Canada
a frequent target for scorn as an overrated science experiment and an overpriced mining venture, despite 40 years of
commercial production and an estimated
173bn barrels of recoverable crude.
While technological advances and high
oil prices have eased some doubts over
economic viability, the resource is suddenly confronted with a fresh set of problems whose long-term impact is not yet
clear. Environmental opposition to the use
of water and natural gas to remove and
process bitumen and to the high volumes
of greenhouse gases (GHGs) emitted by
the industry has resulted in a series of legal setbacks this year.
And the once-assured US outlet for production looks less certain, as various state
governments, led by California, draft legislation to ban the use of gasoline derived
from sources that produce more GHGs on a
per-unit basis than conventional crude oil.
All that coincided in May with TV
footage showing 500 dead ducks in a
toxic-waste pond at Syncrude Canada, the
world’s largest oil-sands producer. They
were trapped when noise-making cannons
used to drive off waterfowl could not be
activated during a spring snow storm.
The oil sands have drawn negative attention when dealing with multi-billiondollar cost overruns, fires and explosions
at plants, and evidence that the industry
is the most concentrated source of GHG
emissions in Canada. But nothing has
garnered adverse publicity on the scale
of the waterfowl incident. Prime minister
Stephen Harper, a vigorous advocate of
the oil sands, described the duck deaths as
a “terrible event” that would harm Canada’s and Alberta’s international image.
Bruce March, chief executive of Imperial Oil, a partner in Syncrude, said he

was “deeply upset”. But he insisted that,
with 13% of the world’s known oil reserves in Alberta, the only answer is to
take up the environmental challenge.
The pace of development in Canada’s
oil sands has accelerated in recent years.
Projects valued at C$120bn ($121bn) are
in various stages of development and output is forecast to grow from 1.4m b/d to
3.5m b/d by 2015, with two-thirds destined for US markets.
One of the most telling developments in
2007 involved joint ventures and partnerships to share production and US refinery
capacity, with ConocoPhillips forming a
partnership with EnCana, BP joining forces
Husky, and Marathon taking a 20% stake in
Shell Canada’s Athabasca project. All three
plan to invest about $15bn by 2015 in refitting their US refineries to process greater
volumes of Canadian heavy blends.
To ease a transportation crunch, the National Energy Board handled applications

in 2007 for 0.885m b/d of new pipelines
and has more than 2m b/d more on the horizon if Enbridge, TransCanada, Kinder
Morgan and Altex Energy secure shipping commitments to establish a final link
from the oil sands to US Gulf Coast refineries, which face falling deliveries from
Mexico and Venezuela.
Wood Mackenzie, a consultancy, predicts pipeline firms and US refiners could
spend $31.5bn in the US over the next
eight years to handle oil-sands output.
But the developments are on a collision course with environmental issues.
Two rulings in May by the Federal Court
of Canada threaten to delay by over a
year Imperial’s plan for its C$8bn Kearl
oil-sands project, which was due on
stream at 100,000 b/d in 2011, growing
to 300,000 b/d in 2018.
Challenged by environmental groups,
the court ordered an environmental-assessment panel to explain how it had de-

Oil-sands developers may have
“underestimated the resolve of
environmental groups

cided GHGs from Kearl would not be
significant. A second court hearing revoked a federal water permit allowing
Imperial to divert two streams while
building a dike at the Kearl site.
Shawn Denstedt, a lawyer with Osler Hosking & Harcourt, says oil-sands
developers should brace themselves for
more legal fights, suggesting they have
“underestimated the resolve of environmental groups”.
Munaf Mohamed, a lawyer representing Imperial, said the company has so
far invested C$228m in Kearl, including C$52m to obtain the water permit. “It
did nothing wrong,” he said. “The consequences are disproportionately dire in
the face of a minor error” by the environmental panel. The government must now
decide whether to reissue the water permit, running the risk of a more protracted
court action, or rewrite the rules.
Meanwhile, the Canadian government
is drafting regulations to cut GHGs by
20% below 2006 levels by 2020 and by
60% by 2050, a prospect that investment
firm Raymond James says might “cause
producers to shift exploration and development to other jurisdictions where GHG
limits are less stringent or non-existent”.
Noting that oil prices of $70/b are
needed for oil-sands projects to generate a return on investment of 8.5%, Justin Bouchard, a Raymond James analyst,
says that if GHG taxes amount to $15/b,
companies might turn their attention to
US shale-oil prospects. On top of labour
costs and water issues, the federal climate
plan could impose “draconian” costs on
the sector, he said.
Gary Taylor, with the law firm Bennett
Jones, doubts the industry is prepared for
the upcoming climate-change legislation
that could cost oil and gas companies at
least C$4bn a year. These gathering storm
clouds are a threat to Harper’s dream of
making Canada a “global energy superpower”, underpinned by the oil sands.

Canada prepares for increased M&A activity
By WJ Simpson

CANADA’S oil and gas sector is set for a
period of consolidation, as companies enriched by high energy prices and hungry
for stakes in emerging oil and unconventional gas plays in British Columbia and
Saskatchewan attempt to grow through
mergers and acquisitions (M&A).
Oil prices appear to have established a
base at well over $100 a barrel and Goldman Sachs and Cameron Hanover say
$200/b is a realistic prospect in the near
future. North American gas prices, meanwhile, have recovered since the dip of
2006, trading above $11/’000 cubic feet
(cf), with two-year contracts being agreed
at a minimum of $9/’000 cf.
Canadian oil and gas assets are already
the most actively traded in the world – 8%
of properties turn over every year, compared with 5% in the US, 2-3% in the
North Sea and 1% in the rest of the world.
Even through an 18-month drilling
downturn, induced by uncertainty over
the future of Alberta government royalties, now due to increase by an average of 20% in 2009, and the prospect of
tougher climate-change regulations, Can-
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ada posted a record year for M&A in
2007. Deal values amounted to C$49.8bn
($48.8bn), beating the previous high of
C$46.4bn in 2001 and easily surpassing
the C$29.8bn of 2006, with four transactions exceeding C$5bn, according to
Sayer Energy Advisors.
The total was achieved despite a slide in
the median price paid per flowing barrel of
assets to C$48,167 per barrel of oil equivalent a day (boe/d) from C$60,418/boe/d
in 2006, because of limits imposed by the
government on the growth of income trusts
until new tax rules take effect in 2011. In
addition, overall valuations of E&P companies were down from 2005 and 2006,
with many trading below their net asset
values, says Sayer.
Lower asset values reflected a decline in
acquisitions by income trusts, which, for
several years, have been the driving force
of M&A in Canada, as they bought junior producers in the 10,000-20,000 boe/d
range. However, since late 2006, they
have been constrained by government limits on how much they could expand until
new trust tax rules take effect in 2011.
The shortage of credit, because of the
US lending crisis, coupled with the ina-

bility of smaller, gas-weighted E&P companies to raise financing through equity
markets are likely to encourage firms to
try to grow through M&A. Sayer analyst
Ryan Young expects a “high number of
corporate acquisitions and mergers done
on a share-for-share basis”.
Adam Waterous, vice-chairman and
president of divestiture and acquisition
firm Scotia Waterous, is certain Canada is
in the “early innings of a long bull market” for M&A that could repeat the consolidation wave of 2000, when the bulk of
mid-tier, gas-focused companies – generally those producing upwards of 50,000
boe/d – were seized by US buyers.
He says targets range from junior explorers to oil-sands operators, and expects
buyers to emerge from the ranks of international companies, following the lead
of StatoilHydro, Total, BP and Taqa, the
UAE’s energy-investment fund, which
have made acquisitions in Western Canada over the past year.
Tristone Capital is dealing with a flood
of M&A inquiries relating to Canada, says
David Vetters, managing director of the energy advisory firm. Junior companies that
are unable to finance development of their

resources are among the likely acquisition
targets of the next six to 12 months, Vetters
says. He adds that large independents are
likely to shift their focus to outright takeovers of publicly traded companies, as the
opportunity for selective asset purchases
– which have characterised their buying
strategy over the past decade – diminish.
At the junior level – mostly involving
companies producing under 20,000 boe/d –
investors are being drawn to firms that have
made oil and gas discoveries in the shale
and tight gas plays of northeastern British
Columbia and the Bakken and Shaunavon
oil formations of southern Saskatchewan.
AJM Petroleum Consultants has estimated the Upper Montney play of British Columbia has gas-in-place of 50 trillion cf; it says that if only half is recoverable it would give a significant boost to the
58 trillion cf remaining in Western Canada, where 3.5bn cf/d of new volumes are
needed every year to sustain output.
Share prices of firms with exposure to
those potentially lucrative areas are on
the rise; this year, ARC Financial’s Junior
Producers Equity Index has risen by 20%,
compared with about 3% for the Toronto
Stock Exchange’s composite index.
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High hopes for new deal in Nigeria
By Martin Quinlan

P

RESIDENT Umaru Yar’Adua
is nothing if not a reformer. In
petroleum alone, he has set out to
break up the state’s Nigerian National
Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) and to
reform arrangements governing onshore
and offshore oil operations in order to
raise production. In mid-June, Yar’Adua
set an ambitious output target of 4m b/d to
be reached by 2010, double today’s level.
The plan calls for the country’s jointventure (JV) agreements – the older agreements, covering most of the onshore and
shallow-water fields, which account for
over 80% of production – to be replaced
by “incorporated joint ventures” (IJVs).
These will be single corporate entities in
which the companies and NNPC hold interests, operating with their own boards of
directors and – crucially – with the ability
to raise capital and borrow commercially.

To tackle the immediate financing
crisis, Shell, ExxonMobil and
Total have agreed to lend NNPC a
combined total of $6.1bn this year
Under the country’s present JVs – derived from the participation agreements
resulting from the nationalisation moves
of the 1970s – capital and operating expenditures are financed by monthly cashcalls, which the parties are obliged to pay.
The problem is that NNPC is often short
of cash and cannot pay – the company’s
revenues from its shares of production go
to the government, leaving it lobbying for
funding in competition with the numerous
other state-owned entities.
The amount of funding available to
NNPC sets a ceiling on the volume of
work that can be carried out. But if the
JVs became IJVs, the new entities could
raise funding by borrowing internationally against their own assets and cashflow, with repayments made from production income. The volume of work could
then rise to the levels the IJVs consider
appropriate.
To tackle the immediate financing crisis, Shell, ExxonMobil and Total have
agreed to lend NNPC a combined total of
$6.1bn this year to cover arrears and kickstart projects. In May, Total said it would
loan $1bn to NNPC to fund its portion of
its upstream JV operations. NNPC will
pay Total back in cash, not with crude as
was the case in the past. Later that month,
Shell signed a $3.1bn deal with NNPC to
finance their upstream JVs.

Minimum margin
In parallel with the talks on JV funding,
negotiations have been held on the memorandum of understanding (MOU) – the
agreement between the companies and the
state, introduced in 1986, which guarantees a minimum margin on the companies’
equity shares of production. The MOU
acts as a safeguard clause to the country’s
petroleum production tax (set at 85%) and
royalty (of 20% for onshore fields, but
with lower rates for offshore production),
by giving producers a “minimum guaranteed notional margin” on equity barrels.
When last renegotiated, in January 2000,
the minimum margin was set at $2.50 a
barrel, rising to $2.70/b if capital invest-
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ment in any year exceeds $2.00/b, these
levels being achievable if production costs
are less than $4.00/b. The margin applies
within an oil-price band of $15-19/b – Nigerian crude was selling at about $25/b in
2000 – with an escalator clause increasing
the margin at higher prices. Oil firms will
not comment, but it is understood that in
early 2003, when crude prices had risen
above $30/b, the escalator clause was either capped or withdrawn.

The deep-water Bonga oilfield.
PSCs were introduced in 1993
for the first deep-water blocks

Renegotiation
Also under renegotiation are Nigeria’s
production-sharing contracts (PSCs), introduced in 1993 for the first deep-water
blocks – the contracts provide for the first
review of specified aspects in January this
year and every five years subsequently.
The PSCs have attracted criticism in the
Nigerian press because, in the early years
of production from large developments,
they yield little tax revenue.
This is because the PSCs provide for
100% of revenue, after the royalty payment, to be available for cost-recovery –
and the royalty reduces progressively as
water-depth increases, to zero when the
depth exceeds 1,000 metres. After costrecovery, a stream of tax-oil is deducted
and the remaining stream of profit-oil is
shared between the contractor and NNPC.
Original contracts give the contractor 80%
of the profit-oil stream for the first 350m
barrels of output, with the share declining
as cumulative production rises; contracts
signed since 1998 are less favourable, giving the contractor an initial 70%.
On 20 May, Yar’Adua ordered NNPC to
recover payment arrears of $0.85bn from
Shell and $0.65bn from ExxonMobil from
the Bonga and the Erha fields, respectively, which together account for 20% of
Nigeria’s total oil production. Shell and
ExxonMobil say talks are continuing with
the government over these PSCs.
The plan to break up NNPC, announced
in August 2007, was one of Yar’Adua’s
first oil reforms– but it could prove the
most challenging, in view of NNPC’s
considerable influence.
According to the plan, the reorganisation should have been completed in February, with a new National Petroleum
Company of Nigeria (Napcon) taking over
NNPC’s upstream interests and other new
entities taking over regulatory, inspectorate and other functions. It seems the firm
is mounting a strong defence, with the aid
of the political interests it supports and its
over-11,000 employees. NNPC’s spending and its powers of awarding licences
and contracts give it great patronage – but
it is also said to be one of the country’s
largest sources of corruption.

© Shell International

Eureka!
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Lack of security
The security situation in the Niger Delta
is again deteriorating after some improvement seen earlier in the year. In June,
both Shell and Chevron were forced to
call force majeure on production after suffering militant attacks on their installations in the Niger Delta. The bold attack
on Shell’s Bonga FPSO, when speedboatriding gunmen crossed over 100 km of
open sea in darkness, shattered any hopes
that Nigeria’s deep-water arena would be
immune to the violence plaguing onshore
operations. Shell has resumed production
at Bonga on 24 June, but was maintaining
force majeure for the time being.
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Licensing confusion threatens India’s image
By Ian Lewis

A

WRANGLE over tax concessions
is stalling efforts to carry through
India’s latest round of exploration
licensing. The seventh round of the New
Exploration Licensing Policy (Nelp 7) was
launched in December, with 57 blocks up
for grabs, of which 19 are in deep water,
nine shallow-water and 29 are onshore.
The bid deadline was set originally for
11 April, but that target has been extended
three times, with the latest one being 30
June. The government says demand for licences has been high and that the delays
have given “prospective bidders more
time to prepare their bidding strategy”.
But industry sources say a stumbling
block has been confusion among potential bidders over changes to tax incentives
offered under the Nelp framework. Under
Nelp 7 legislation, “mineral oil” activities
are eligible for tax holidays, but a dispute
has flared up between the finance ministry and the oil ministry over whether gas,
as well as oil, is covered by the term.
The oil ministry says historically gas
has been covered by the term “mineral
oil” and should continue to be so, but the
finance ministry says gas should be excluded and not benefit from the same incentives. As companies often do not know
whether they will discover oil or gas, differing incentives make a big difference to
decisions about economic viability.
The dispute, which is being played out
in parliament and the courts, risks doing

serious damage to the country’s growing
reputation as a place in which foreign oil
firms can successfully do business.
“Stable fiscal policies and a string of recent discoveries have attracted a range of
international companies,” says Giles Farrer, Indian sub-continent analyst at Wood
Mackenzie, a consultancy. “The tax holiday issue could cause firms to review
their upstream investment plans. This
may be particularly true for companies
with no existing assets in the country.”
Previous Nelp rounds have been dominated by domestic companies, such as
state-owned ONGC and Reliance Industries, with large foreign companies, such
as BP, Total, BG and Eni, taking a modest amount of acreage; UK independent
Cairn Energy has been among the most
active upstream investors in the country.
This time, the authorities have been trying to cast the net more widely, sending
high-ranking ministry officials on international roadshows. But the majors remain
unlikely to take large upstream positions:
they will be deterred by the confusion over
tax incentives and by the inferior quality
of the acreage on offer – compared with
that offered last year, analysts say.
Smaller Indian and foreign players are
likely to play a more active role. Notable new entrants could include the world’s
largest steel firm, ArcelorMittal. Other
new players are already gaining access
through farm-out agreements. Hungary’s
Mol has agreed to take a 35% stake in an
ONGC block in the northwest.

India badly needs to reinvigorate
its exploration programme to add
to reserves and boost production to
reduce its oil-import bill

The government hopes to attract around
$3.5bn-worth of investment through Nelp
7, given the $8bn forthcoming from the
six previous Nelp rounds since 1999.
These have resulted in around 50 discoveries, adding around 4.5bn barrels of oil
equivalent (boe) to reserves.
The licensing delays come at an inopportune moment for the government, which
is desperate for investment in the sector to
add to reserves and boost production to reduce its oil-import bill. Domestic oil reserves at the end of financial year 2006-07
were a little over 5.5bn barrels, with gas reserves of around 1.1 trillion cubic metres,
according to the oil ministry. Domestic oil
output in 2006-07 stood at 0.68m b/d, falling way short of refinery runs of 1.1m b/d.
The failure to boost domestic production significantly over the previous five
years – it was 0.65m b/d in 2000-01 – indicates how badly the country needs to reinvigorate its exploration programme.
But the Nelp years have been marked
by some success. Reliance’s large deepwater gas discovery in the Krishna-Godavari basin in 2002 is scheduled to start
production this year. With estimated reserves of around 200bn cm, initial production of 40m cm/d will rise to 80m
cm/d. It is also expected to produce
around 50,000 b/d oil.
Some market observers speculate that
the imminent start-up of this new supply
and the finance ministry’s efforts to reduce tax breaks for the gas sector may not
be unconnected.

Spain’s double-digit gas
growth set to continue
By Alex Forbes

Eureka!

reka!
Eureka!

Saudi Aramco’s 75th anniversary is a great milestone,
but at our Research & Development Center, we’re
focused on the future … a better future.
How can petroleum fuels burn cleaner and more efﬁciently? What are the best ways
to combat corrosion? Could nanotechnology be used in coating pipes? These are
the kind of questions we’re faced with as the world’s leading supplier of crude oil.
We employ the world’s top scientists and engineers to help us ﬁnd the answers.

Saudi Aramco … looking ahead to the next 75 years
www.saudiaramco.com
www.saudiaramco75.com
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SPAIN’S use of gas is likely to be in
double-digits again this year, following the commissioning of numerous gasfired combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT)
power stations over the course of 2007.
Since 2002 the number of CCGTs has
soared, with 14 400 megawatt groups
commissioned in 2007 – taking total installed CCGT capacity to 21 gigawatts
(GW). Gas had become the main source of
energy for electricity production in Spain.
This wave of CCGT investment mirrors the UK’s dash for gas in the 1990s
and has occurred for similar reasons: liberalisation of the gas and power sectors during the 1990s; low energy prices
when the trend began; relatively low cost
of CCGTs; and the environmental advantages of gas over coal and oil.
CCGTs also keep the Spanish electricity
system balanced. By end-2006, Spain had
11 GW of installed wind capacity – but
with that capacity dependent on wind conditions, other types of generation, mainly
CCGTs, are needed to back it up. In 2006,
wind power accounted for 23 terawatt
hours (TWh) of generation, around 2,000
full-load equivalent hours of production, a
load factor of under a quarter.
Industry accounts for most of Spain’s
gas sales, but the power sector is catching up. In 2000, sales to the sector were
under 1bn cm; by 2007 they had risen to
12.2bn cm. In January 2008, says Enagás,
demand for gas for electricity generation
was up by 31% on January 2007’s figure.

Imports account for 99.8% of supplies.
Algeria is the largest supplier, exporting
through the Pedro Duran Farell pipeline
and as LNG. But its role is falling: to ensure a diversity of suppliers, Spain has
set a maximum market share for any one
country of 60% – almost exactly the share
of supply that Algeria held in 2000.
Iberdrola, Endesa and Unión Fenosa
have entered the gas market to compete
with incumbent Gas Natural, securing
gas for power plants through LNG, which
now accounts for more than two-thirds of
supply. According to estimates, this has
required capital expenditure in gas infrastructure of €9.344bn between 1998 and
2007. And the government is devising
policies to stimulate more investment.

Along with the UK, Spain leads
the EU in the ease and regularity
with which customers can switch
supplier

The preponderance of LNG has helped
make Spain the most liberalised market in
continental Europe. At the start of 2008,
the regulated market disappeared completely. Along with the UK, Spain leads
the EU in the ease and regularity with
which customers can switch supplier.
The trade association Sedigas says that
in 2007, the liberalised market accounted
for 42% of gas sales to the residential and
commercial market, and 89.8% of sales to
industrial consumers.
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There’s no excuse

Ghana’s deepwater potential

Companies with no moral
basis do not deserve to survive and probably won’t

By Martin Clark

By Geoffrey Chandler

T

HE END of the Cold War, and the
discrediting of Communism and of
state control of national economies
offered vast opportunities to the oil industry. The countries of the former Soviet
Union and established oil producers in the
developing world opened up to Western
companies, providing access to previously
inaccessible reserves.
They also brought social and environmental challenges, problems of insecurity and human-rights violations, for
which companies were unprepared. Without appropriate policies, companies made
worse, rather than improving, the situations they confronted. The benefits they
brought to the world were too often accompanied by collateral damage – with
the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill and the
1984 Bhopal gas tragedy, in which some
3,800 people died, enduring reminders.

operated and encourage them to use their
influence to support these rights.
I wrote to Shell, BP and the other major
UK-based transnational companies suggesting that the protection of human rights
should be written into their business principles. The response was negative. Shell
said this was the domain of governments,
not business; Robert Horton, chairman of
BP, said I was ‘asking him to stand at the
top of a very slippery slope’. Within four
years, both companies, suffering unprecedented reputation disaster over humanrights issues – Shell in Nigeria and BP in
Colombia – were asking Amnesty’s help
to develop human-rights policies relevant
to their business responsibilities.
This was the watershed. Two of the
world’s largest companies acknowledged
the relevance of the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), of
which they had been previously unaware,
making it a basis for business policy and
setting an example others were to follow.
In less than 10 years, there has been a sea
change. Today, nearly 100 transnational
firms acknowledge the UDHR as a basis
for their business principles.

Photo courtesy Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council

Collateral damage: clean-up
operations following the 1989
Exxon Valdez oil spill

By the turn of the century, about 70%
of oil and gas reserves lay in countries
with poor human-rights records. Oil companies reckoned this was none of their
business. The human-rights movement
was also slow to recognise the significance of potential corporate influence
on human rights for good or ill. Companies and non-governmental organisations
(NGOs) regarded each other with a naive mutual ignorance, suspicion and dislike. No-one was prepared to cross this
no-man’s land, although it should have
been clear to both – as it became later –
that each was dependent on the other if it
was to attain its objectives.
In 1991, a group of Amnesty International UK members set up a business group and asked me to chair it. As I
spoke, as it were, both languages (industry and NGO) having been a director of
Shell International and having spent six
years as chair of the National Council for
Voluntary Organisations; I agreed. Its objectives were to make companies aware
of the human-rights context in which they
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Notable exceptions are some US majors, which insist compliance with the law
fulfils their responsibilities, resisting the
adoption of in-house principles on respect
for human rights. In a well-governed world
this could make sense. In the real world –
with failed states, corrupt governments and
un-implemented laws – it doesn’t.
Human rights remain a concern in any
international business agenda. International initiatives have multiplied, the most
important being the UN Global Compact,
which sets out the human-rights principles
companies are expected to follow; OECD
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises;
and, for the extractive industries, the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human
Rights, providing guidance for the avoidance of human-rights abuses where companies operate in dangerous areas.
Much has been achieved; but there is a
long way to go. These initiatives are voluntary; they do not cover all companies.
Principles laid down by companies are not
always followed in practice. Most importantly, the market, dominated by short-term

financial results, has no universally accepted non-financial criteria against which
to compare social and environmental performance and stimulate improvement.
Today the debate centres on the need for
universal principles for human-rights observance by companies. The UDHR and
its related instruments represent the values of international society. The corporate
world cannot be the only constituency
not recognising this. And without international principles applicable to all companies, the playing field will become increasingly uneven as those with less concern for their reputation and indifferent
to the accusation of complicity with brutal governments may usurp the better performers – as can be seen in Sudan.
We need internationally agreed standards that investors, consumers and, most
importantly, the market can use to judge
non-financial performance and differentiate the good from the bad. Initially such
standards would be normative – less than
mandatory, but more than voluntary in
that they would constitute what international society expects. They would be enforceable not by law, but, widely publicised and with the authority of the UN
behind them, they would be enforceable
by non-legal influences – market forces,
public opinion, NGO scrutiny and pressure, and pressure from a company’s own
staff. Such a moral framework would benefit the good performers and safeguard
the industry’s licence to operate.
An earlier UN attempt to develop such
standards failed because an over-ambitious and ill-judged final draft provoked
the intemperate resistance of the business
community. This led to the appointment
of John Ruggie as the special representative of the UN secretary-general for business and human rights whose main task is
to ‘identify and clarify standards of corporate responsibility and accountability’.
Ruggie’s final report was due in June
and will offer the industry a challenge –
either to support the evolution of a framework of principles applicable to all companies against which performance can be
judged, or continue to lobby for and act
on behalf of narrow corporate interest. It
will be a test of statesmanship.

GHANA could become an oil exporter
within two years if plans for upstream development can be executed. State-owned
Ghana National Petroleum Corporation
claims the Tullow Oil-operated Jubilee
field could be producing 60,000 barrels a
day (b/d) of oil as soon as late 2009. That
would yield a surplus of around 16,000
b/d: at present, according to Energy Information Administration estimates, production amounts to 6,000 b/d and consumption just short of 50,000 b/d.
The shift in the country’s fortunes began in June 2007, when US firm Kosmos Energy announced its Mahogany-1
discovery in the West Cape Three Points
Block. The now-called Jubilee field is
“the largest discovery made in deep-water
west Africa since 2003”, Kosmos, claims.
Following the successful first appraisal
well at the field, drilled in May, chief executive James Musselman says the first
oil should flow in late 2009 or early 2010.
The Mahogany-2 appraisal well – the
third well to be drilled on the field, after
two discovery wells in different blocks
– found a net 50 metres of hydrocarbonzones in “high-quality stacked reservoir
sandstones” over a gross interval of 193
metres, Kosmos said. Testing was due for
completion in early June. The well was
drilled by the Songa Saturn drillship, in
1,080 metres of water in the Kosmos-operated West Cape Three Points licence.
UK-Irish firm Tullow, operator for the
Deepwater Tano licence into which Jubilee extends, said the well shows the field
to be a single continuous stratigraphic trap
extending “at least 11 km” to its Hyedua-1
discovery well. Tullow said there was the
potential for a gas-cap at the Mahogany-2
location, but it had not been found, indicating that Jubilee could extend further
up-dip from Mahogany-2. Tullow says it
is unit operator for the field, although Kosmos drilled the latest well.

Challenge to the industry
This is the challenge to the industry: support the evolution of a framework of
principles, applicable to all companies,
against which performance can be judged;
or continue to lobby for, and act on behalf
of, narrow corporate financial interest.
There is, however, a growing understanding of the complementary interests of
companies and NGOs and a growing body
of companies acknowledging responsibility for the totality of their impacts, including their impact on human rights. But
this is by no means universal and even
the most principled companies have difficulty making their operations consistent
with their principles. If companies have no
moral basis, with principles as the point of
departure, not an add-on, they will not survive – or deserve to survive.
Geoffrey Chandler is a former director of Shell International and founder
chair of the Amnesty International UK
Business Group

Tullow may have found not just a worldclass discovery, but also a material new
oil province – Aidan Heavey

Before Mahogany-2, Tullow estimated
Jubilee’s P90 recoverable reserves at
170m barrels, with the potential for up
to 1.4bn barrels. In May, the firm’s chief
executive, Aidan Heavey, said there was
a high degree of confidence that “Tullow
may have uncovered not just a worldclass discovery, but also a material new
oil province in which we are the dominant acreage holder.”
Tullow says three more Jubilee appraisal wells are planned for this year, to
be drilled by the Blackford Dolphin semisubmersible. The first, Hyedua-2, is due to
spud in July. Kosmos plans to delineate its
recent Odum discovery, only 13 km from
Jubilee but a separate structure, and will
carry out a high-resolution seismic survey
over the southeast part of the block.
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‘Immense benefits’ of a culturally
and gender-diverse workforce
By Tom Nicholls

INTERVIEW with Jim Andrews, head of
diversity at Schlumberger.

Q

Why have women historically made
up such a small percentage of the oil
and gas industry’s workforce?

A

I think there are two principal reasons. First, engineering as a profession has always attracted fewer women
than men. Sadly, this continues to be the
case, although it is pleasing to see a shift
in this trend in universities in China and
India, for example. Second, the oil and
gas industry has always had a very macho
label associated with it. This inevitably
acts as a barrier and makes it a less attractive career choice for many women. As
an industry, I think we have only woken
up to benefits of having a gender-diverse
workforce over the last few years.

Q
A

What can and is being done about
this situation?

I think a lot is already being done and
in many, many parts of the world,
women are commonplace in the industry.
However, there remains a compelling
need for the industry to market itself better into academia, particularly into the
school systems around the world. We all
know that this is an incredible industry,
but we need to sow this seed into the
minds of 13-16 year olds to ensure the
brightest join us in the future.

I also believe that the workplace becomes more natural and more appealing to today’s graduating population
when there is a balanced workforce. Nowhere is this more apparent than when I
visit one of our training centres and see
400-plus new trainees living and working together. I am not sure we could attract the number and quality of people
our industry needs for the future if we
expected them to work and live in an allmale environment.

Q
A

What is Schlumberger’s strategy for
boosting the recruitment of women?

Schlumberger has always recruited
graduates in large numbers and we
maintain very close links with academia
in all the countries in which we work. The
recruitment of women is really no different to that of men, although we do have
scholarship programmes in some universities that specifically target women.
The internet provides today’s graduates
with access to an unprecedented amount
of information. They appear less impressed by glossy promotion and marketing material and instead use the web and
social-networking sites to find out what
our companies are really like to work for.
We are very focused on ensuring that
Schlumberger offers an equally attractive
career to both men and women and this
seems to be working with our reputation
on campus.

In what ways does having a more balanced workforce (between women and
men) make that workforce more efficient?

A

A

It goes far beyond just headcount
numbers. In Schlumberger, gender
diversity was a very natural and logical
extension to the cultural diversity we had
enjoyed since the 1950s. We have a firm
belief that diversity breeds creativity and
innovation and unquestionably we have
seen the merits of this over the last few
years by having a far greater genderdiverse workforce.

Q
A

How does the picture look in engineering and also in management?

To achieve real diversity within an
organisation where advancement is
truly based on merit takes time. The diversity of nationalities that Schlumberger
enjoys today owes its success in no small
way to some far-sighted decisions made
by the management team 50 years ago.
Since 2000, we have doubled the
number of professional women in Schlumberger and doubled the number of
women in management at all levels,
from first-time managers to the executive team. This is real progress, but
we still have a long way to go. Women
now make up over 16% of our management team and we expect the gender diversity of our professional workforce to
continue to improve. Ultimately, we will
have achieved the same success with

T H E

2 3 R D

A N N U A L

E U R O P E A N

gender as we have nationality diversity
when the management of the company
reflects the same percentage of women
as our recruitment targets.

Q

What are the challenges in improving diversity in this area for the oil
and gas industry in general?

A

The industry has made huge strides
forward over the last 10-15 years on
nationality diversity. Nationalisation of
the workforce is now the norm in most
countries where we work and this increasingly translates into much greater diversity
of nationalities in management teams.
However, we should not kid ourselves
that everything is going in the right direction. We still have some way to go in
successfully marketing our industry as attractive to graduates of both genders, but
in particular women. Although we often
have to work in harsh environments, it
is important that we continue to improve
those field locations where basic facilities and accommodations for men are substandard and for women non-existent.
The immense benefits of having both a
culturally and gender diverse workforce
clearly outweighs the relatively low cost
of improvement and making the workplace and our industry attractive to all.

A U T U M N

G A S

C O N F E R E N C E

Q

Over the last few years, have you
seen a change in the numbers of
women coming into the business or an
improvement in the numbers of applications? If so, why?

Q

early 1990s, we started recruiting women
in greater numbers, but because we were
still welcoming them into a very maledominated environment, unfortunately
many did not stay. Having worked hard to
make sure we are an attractive employer
to genders, it is pleasing to now see the
same low attrition numbers from both our
men and our women.

Without a doubt there has been a
change in the number of women
entering the industry. In Schlumberger,
over the last decade we have nearly doubled the percentage of female graduates
we recruit and in 2008 over 30% of our
new engineers will be women.
But perhaps what is even more exciting is that we increasingly see our women
wanting to stay in the industry. In the
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Egypt opts for pragmatism
Egypt says it will pay
more for deep-water gas.
Will that trigger a new era
of offshore development?
By Derek Brower

W

ITH a population of over 80m
and an economy growing
at almost 7% a year, rising
demand for gas – now at about 1.56 trillion cubic feet a year (cf/y) – alone ought
to provide the incentive for Egypt’s
deep-water developers. Yet the successes
of a few years ago, when the UK’s BG
alone successfully drilled 19 exploration
wells in the West Delta Deep Marine
(WDDM) concession and Egypt brought
two LNG plants on stream by 2005, have
scarcely been repeated.
For operators with an eye on the export market, the problem has been the
country’s energy policy. Energy minister
Sameh Fahmy famously said Egypt’s gas
must be divided three ways: for domestic
use, “for our children” and for export. Yet
subsidies for domestic gas use continue to
stimulate local demand.
Combined with cost inflation, the low
price the government offers for gas from
costlier offshore regions has often made
projects unattractive. BG, it is understood,
would like to invest up to $1bn upgrading
its 0.8bn cf/d Rosetta development. Yet
the price on offer – around $2.65/m Btu –
makes investment unlikely.
But change is afoot. Lobbying by IOCs
yielded one success last summer, when the
government agreed to increase the price
state-owned Egyptian General Petroleum
Corporation pays BP and its partner RWE

Dea for gas produced from two licences in
the Nile Delta: West Mediterranean Deep
Water and North Alexandria. For gas produced in the shallow waters to 2009, the
companies will continue to receive $2.65/m
Btu. But that will increase in stages to up to
$4.70/m Btu for gas from deeper waters.
Earlier this year, the government extended this to other producers, offering a
maximum price of $3.95/m Btu for gas
from five other concessions, including
RWE’s North Idku, Eni’s and Hess’ North
Bardawil and West Mediterranean Block 1
and BG’s Rosetta and WDDM projects.
The new approach reflects the government’s pragmatic approach, says Craig
McMahon, an analyst at Wood Mackenzie,

even if it probably won’t help Egypt meet
its target of 120 trillion cf in reserves by
2010. Look around the world at the actions
of other governments in the energy sector,
says McMahon, and Cairo’s willingness to
listen to the IOCs is encouraging.
There wasn’t much else the government
could do, says Bill Farren-Price, an analyst at Medley Global Advisors. “The
sector had been grinding to a halt.” Indeed, natural gas in Egypt is becoming
something of a premium. Plans to export
through an extension of the Arab gas pipeline – which supplies 39bn cf/y to Jordan
– are on the back burner. OMV’s ambition
to import Egyptian gas through a pipeline
to central Europe is out of the question.

Beyond Egypt’s own market, the biggest hope of operators is to find sufficient
gas to support another LNG train. Of the
two existing plants, at Idku (ELNG) and
Damietta (Segas), the second is attracting
most attention. That reflects the diverging
upstream fortunes of the two companies
that are racing to find enough gas to support a new train.
BG has long hoped to develop a third
train at ELNG. But since finding enough
gas to support the first two trains, its upstream record has been modest. Its decision
to pull out of Israel could free up to 1 trillion cf for sale from a field offshore Gaza,
but that would account for only a third of
the gas needed to support a new train.

Significant discovery

BG must find more
reserves if it is to develop
a third train at ELNG
Photo courtesy BG Group

BP, meanwhile, hopes recent finds will
support a second train at Segas. In January, the company announced Satis, a “significant” gas discovery in the North El
Burg concession it shares with Eni, in the
Nile Delta: its second large discovery in
the Nile Delta in a year. The Giza North-1
well in Taurus, announced in 2007, and
Raven, found in 2003, are both within the
nearby North Alexandria A concession
the company shares with RWE Dea.
Giza-1 could hold 1 trillion cf. But BP
has not said yet what volume of gas it has
found in the other two fields. Local reports put Satis at 1.3 trillion cf. Raven, according to rumours, could hold as much
as 5 trillion cf. With an estimated 3 trillion cf needed to support a second train
at Segas, the recent discoveries could put
up to 7.3 trillion cf at the company’s disposal. But subtract two-thirds for Egypt’s
domestic use and that still leaves BP short
of the necessary volumes to support a new
facility in Damietta.

Kremlin freshens up its energy strategy
By Derek Brower

W

HEN Dmitry Medvedev,
Russia’s new president, reshuffled the presidential administration in May, the stock exchange soared.
But domestic gas-price increases and a
reduction in taxes on oil companies could
prove an even bigger boon to the country’s energy industry.
Europeans – who import over 150bn
cubic metres a year (cm/y) of Russian gas
– have long called on the Kremlin to bring
prices for domestic supply into line with
prices paid in the European Union (EU).
Gazprom, which needs money to invest
in the country’s upstream, would like
the same. The company says it lost R9bn
($380m) in 2006 and R11m in 2007 by
selling gas to domestic users at controlled low prices. Consumers in Russia pay
$50-75/’000 cm, compared with prices of
up to $300/’000 cm in the EU.
Within a week of Medvedev becoming
president, the Kremlin approved a plan
to allow gas producers to increase prices
to households by 25% next year, by 30%
in 2010 and by 40% in 2011. Lifting domestic price controls would help Gazprom
raise money to pay for new exploration in
the Arctic and other frontier regions. The
company has set out plans to spend almost
R1 trillion in the upstream in 2010, compared with an outlay of R330bn last year.
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Domestic price rises will face opposition. Inflation in Russia was around 12%
in 2007, and in a country unaccustomed to
energy conservation, paying more for gas
will come as a shock. “Household prices
will still be lower than industrial prices
in 2011,” says Jonathan Stern, a Russian
energy analyst at the Oxford Institute for
Energy Studies, “but they will rise faster
than expected.” That does not necessarily
mean the gap with European prices will
close by 2011, however. Stern says that
when the government pledged parity last
year it had not expected European prices
to accelerate so quickly. And reaching European levels now does not cover further
expected price rises in Europe by 2011.
But if the Kremlin holds firm, it should
trigger other improvements in the Russian
economy by pushing industry to replace inefficient capital stock, much of which has
not been updated since the Soviet period
and remains grossly inefficient. Stern says
evidence from Ukraine, where Gazprom
has raised prices since 2006, shows that
once the level hits $100/’000 cm, firms begin to replace wasteful machinery.
Meanwhile, oil taxes look likely to fall in
an effort to stimulate new production. Oil
output in Russia grew by 2% last year but
has been flat-lining since January. Output
now stands at 9.9m barrels a day (b/d).
“It is necessary to introduce tax breaks
for companies exploring and developing

new deposits,” said the new prime minister, Vladimir Putin. The new regime would
include seven-year tax breaks for firms
working in Timan-Pechora and the Yamal
Peninsula. He added that output should
rise by 1.3m b/d by 2015 and hinted at another cut in taxes, by raising the exemption
threshold from $9 a barrel to $15/b.
Of as much interest, however, is the reshuffling of seats in Russia’s energy sector. Recent announcements suggest that
while Gazprom’s future will remain the
domain of the Kremlin, oil policy will be
within the realm of the prime minister’s
office. The replacement of Viktor Khristenko with Sergei Shmtako as energy
minister implies that the ministry’s emphasis will also change. Shmtako was formerly head of AtomStroiExport, a stateowned nuclear-technology export firm.
The role of Igor Sechin, who headed
the oil faction in the Putin Kremlin, is unclear. Medvedev has appointed him as a
deputy prime minister and the new director of energy policy. One of the so-called
siloviki (hawks) of the previous administration, Sechin was widely assumed to
have been behind the attacks on Yukos
and the rise of Rosneft, of which he remains chairman. In a speech before he
was elected, Medvedev complained of
senior politicians running the country’s
largest companies. “Sechin has been sidelined,” says one senior lawyer.

But other analysts suggest the role
comes with genuine power, leaving the oil
faction in place to lobby the prime minister, while the Kremlin under Medvedev
continues to represent the interests of
Gazprom. It was the success of that lobbying on behalf of Rosneft that won the
tax concessions for the oil sector last
month, runs that theory.

Within a week of Medvedev becoming
president, a plan was approved to allow
gas producers to increase domestic prices

Meanwhile, Rosneft’s own progress
will be tested later this year, when it is
due to bring on stream a new greenfield
project, the Vankor oilfield in eastern Siberia. As for Gazprom, Viktor Zubkov,
a first deputy prime minister under Putin, is the leading candidate to replace
Medvedev as chairman.
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Opec and the dollar

Tax lift for older
UK fields

If Opec pulled the plug on the dollar, the financial turbulence of the last year could
be eclipsed by even greater problems. But the cartel will not take the step

By Martin Quinlan

By Derek Brower

Y

OU OWN the world’s most valuable commodity. And when you
sell it, the buyer gives you a piece
of paper whose value has been plummeting for months. In these terms, it is not
hard to see why Opec members wince
when they talk about the persistent weakening of the dollar. They sell oil, they
receive dollars in exchange and when
they come to use them – to buy food,
luxury goods, weapons and whatever else
they need to import – they find that the
currency is now worth a little less than it
was when they sold the oil.
The erosion of the oil producers’ purchasing power is part of a cycle that is,
to a large extent, out of their hands. As
the US economy has spluttered, the Federal Reserve has cut interest rates in an
effort to rescue it from full-blown recession. As lower interest rates make the dollar less attractive compared with other
currencies, such as the euro, in countries
where interest rates are higher, the dollardenominated price of oil rises to compensate. And, as oil prices rise, the threat of
recession in the world’s biggest consumer
countries – and especially the US – becomes greater again.

Dollar under threat
It is not quite that simple: there are other
reasons for the oil-price rise, not least
the apparently unquenchable appetite for
crude in the booming economies of Asia
– inflated in many countries by generous state subsidies on refined products –
and the industry’s failure to keep supply
growing as quickly as demand. But the
dollar is, nonetheless, under threat.
The issue came to a head at an Opec
meeting in Riyadh in November, when
Venezuela and Iran both called for the
group to abandon the dollar – “a worthless piece of paper” – and price its oil either in euros, against which the dollar’s

fall has been stark, or a basket of currencies. In February, Iran’s long-awaited oil
bourse opened on Kish Island, trading oil
and products in euros and Iranian rials.
The opening of the bourse passed
largely unnoticed – and failed to trigger
the collapse in the dollar predicted by
some analysts. But elsewhere among the
Opec nations, the momentum for a wider
switch away from the dollar has grown.
“Maybe we can price the oil in the euro,”
Abdulla El-Badri, the group’s secretarygeneral, said in February. “It can be done,
but it will take time.”
As a symbol of US power in the world,
the pre-eminence of the dollar takes some
beating. That is why its recent decline has
also been heralded by some, gleefully, as
a signal of the “empire’s” decline. “With
the fall of the dollar, the deviant US imperialism will fall as soon as possible too,”
Venezuela’s President Hugo Chávez said
last year.
But dropping the dollar would have
wider repercussions. China’s foreign-currency reserves stand at almost $1.5 trillion, according to the CIA; Japan’s at almost $0.9 trillion; and Russia’s at almost $0.5 trillion. Over 60% of global reserves are in dollars. If Opec suddenly demanded euros instead of dollars for its oil,
the plunge in the currency’s value would
hardly be welcomed in the capitals where
the reserves are concentrated. If China
sold its dollars, the currency would collapse – but so would China’s ability to export goods to the US.
Nor would such a move be welcome in
the euro-zone, where pricier euros would
hit exports and wipe out any benefit the
zone accrues by buying energy in dollars.
But perhaps most significant are the $4
trillion of dollar reserves held by the Mideast Gulf states themselves, suggests
Stephen Schork, editor of the Schork Report, a newsletter about oil prices. The
Gulf’s Opec members would be unlikely
to devalue their currency reserves over-
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night. Saudi Arabia, for one, quickly dismissed the currency shift idea in November. Other producers around the world
would also take a hit from such a switch,
given that consumers are transferring some
$1.8 trillion a year to oil exporters, according to investment bank Goldman Sachs.
And there are other fundamental reasons why such a switch would not work.
Despite the Iranian bourse and the efforts
of Dubai to become a regional trading hub
for commodities, Opec has no real ability
to set the price, says Manouchehr Takin,
an analyst at the Centre for Global Energy Studies. “They follow what happens
in New York and London.” It may be in
the interests of Opec’s Gulf states to develop a benchmark to rival Brent or WTI,
but the varying qualities of the crudes
sold from the region would make that difficult, he says.

The North Sea Tartan oil platform

Economics tells us that it does not
matter whether I buy something
by paying Australian dollars for it,
or yen, or euros: the market would
adjust to whichever piece of paper
became its reserve currency

© Conny Wickberg

Venezuela and Iran have
both called for Opec to
abandon the dollar
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A TAX change agreed by the UK government should give a lift to new developments at the country’s older oil and gas
fields. The authorities are to allow new
fields to be designated within the areas of
the existing fields still paying Petroleum
Revenue Tax (PRT).
Because PRT was abolished for fields
given development consent after 16 March
1993, the newly designated field will be
exempt from the tax while the older field
surrounding it continues to pay the tax.
The Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (DBERR)
says the change will affect about 30 PRTpaying fields and could lead to new developments that together could flow a
peak of 20,000 barrels a day. It is understood that about 120 fields are potentially
still liable to PRT, but most do not have
to make payments because the tax reliefs
available exceed the income.
The change – announced by prime minister Gordon Brown and the finance minister, Alistair Darling, at a meeting with the
industry association, Oil & Gas UK – apparently took companies by surprise. The
association said the change “will provide
further stimulation for future investment”.

And it would be just as hard to unravel
an entire trading complex that is based on
dollars. Until that happens, prices for the
world’s oil markets will be decided by
traders in the US and UK. Schork agrees,
pointing out that the volume of screen
trading in futures on ICE and Nymex – all
in dollars – is at least as big as the trading
in physical oil elsewhere.
Other solutions exist. The dollar pegs in
the Gulf could be adjusted to increase the
value of local currencies – and their purchasing power. Kuwait dropped its dollar
peg for the dinar last year and the currency
remains the highest valued in the world:
one dinar buys almost four dollars.
For some economists, the debate is irrelevant anyway. “Ultimately economics
tells us that it does not matter whether I
buy something by paying Australian dollars for it, or yen, or euros,” says Andrew Oswald, professor of economics at
the University of Warwick. “These differences eventually come out in the wash.”
In other words, the market would adjust
to whichever piece of paper became its reserve currency.

A DBERR official said: “It will be up to
licensees to make a case for a change of
field determination on economic grounds”.
Applications will be scrutinised by officials to ensure there is a genuine case and
that “it satisfied economic, geological and
wider fiscal requirements”.
Because of the declining number of
fields paying PRT, abolition of the tax has
been discussed at government-industry
meetings for some years. Companies with
interests in the old, formerly-large producers say additional investments can become unattractive when the field-lifetime
allowance against PRT has been used up.
But there are differing positions. Companies with fields coming up for decommissioning want PRT to be retained, or other
arrangements made, because PRT allows
decommissioning costs to be offset against
past profits. There is also concern that,
if PRT is abolished, the government will
raise another tax to compensate – probably the 20%, Supplementary Charge, an increase in which will affect all producers.
PRT, set at 50% after reliefs, yielded
£1.651bn ($3.231bn) in the 2007-08 tax
year, down from a peak of £7.177bn in
1984-85. The UK’s main petroleum tax
now is Corporation Tax, which yielded
£3.611bn in 2007-08, while the Supplementary Charge yielded £2.500bn. Including licence fees, oil and gas production gave the government a total of
£7.822bn last year.
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Colombia’s 1m b/d goal

By Tom Nicholls

C

OLOMBIAN oil production
could rise by 75% to 1m barrels
a day (b/d) by 2020, according
to Agencia Nacional de Hidrocarburos
(ANH), the country’s upstream regulator.
Proved reserves could increase by 4bn
barrels by 2020, from 1.35bn barrels, it
claims – with half of the additions coming from established fields and half from
new discoveries.
Intensifying licensing activity and rising upstream investment are behind the
optimism: last year, ANH granted 54 exploration licences – comfortably above its
annual target of 30. This year, says ANH’s
director general, Armando Zamora, the total will exceed 50 and could reach 100; in
parallel with its open-door licensing policy, ANH is offering 43 blocks in a large
licensing round and 100 smaller blocks in
a so-called mini-licensing round.
Foreign direct investment (FDI) in the
oil and gas sector continues to set new
records and drilling activity has increased
to unprecedented levels. In 2007, FDI
reached $3.4bn and 70 wildcat wells
were drilled. But neither record is likely
to stand for long: ANH says FDI will
amount to $4bn-5bn this year and the
agency is expecting 90-120 new wells by
the end of 2008.
Anecdotal evidence supports the regulator’s bullish view of investment: in March,
Spain’s Cepsa – of which France’s Total owns almost 50% – bought the 20,000
b/d Caracara block, in the southern Llanos
basin, in the centre of the country, from
Texas-based Hupecol for $0.92bn. Given
that the area contains estimated provedplus-probable reserves of 40m barrels,
the price paid suggests a particularly high
valuation for undeveloped reserves, says
Zamora – in the region of $20 a barrel.
“That deal demonstrates the level of confidence in the country,” he says. “It has sent
out a very important signal.”
The rise in upstream investment is already filtering through into encouraging
upstream statistics. Oil output in January averaged 0.557m b/d, continuing the
modest growth that started three years
ago. Gas production also continues its
steady rise, reaching 0.733bn cubic feet a
day (cf/d) in January.
A few years ago, the situation looked
very different: in 2002, the year before
ANH was created, then energy minister, Luis Ernesto Mejía Castro, told Petroleum Economist the country risked becoming a net importer as early as 2006 if
new discoveries weren’t made quickly.
That did not happen: with oil consumption at around 275,000 b/d, the country’s
surplus of crude oil remains healthy and
Zamora claims it can be maintained or increased between now and 2020.
In the 1990s, exploration activity was
undermined by non-competitive fiscal
terms, low oil prices and chronic security
problems. Those circumstances have now
been reversed: oil prices are high and,
since 2003, investors have operated under
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a more benign fiscal regime. The security
situation has also improved significantly.
Economic indicators have also improved:
GDP growth reached an average of 7.3%
last year, compared with 2.3% in 2002, according to Colombia’s national statistics
agency. Unemployment and inflation have
fallen and consumer confidence has risen.
And, claims Zamora, Colombia has also
benefited from the increasing shortage of
upstream opportunities elsewhere.
Colombia’s gas business is also growing.
At present, natural gas reserves amount to
7 trillion cf, but a recent Halliburton survey estimated that the Caribbean area may
contain up to 50 trillion cf. That, says
Zamora, suggests there may be potential
for as many as two liquefied natural gas
(LNG) plants – one in the northeast Caribbean, in the vicinity of Petrobras’ Tayrona
block, and one in the southwest, where
BHP Billiton and BP have gas-prone acreage. LNG exports would be targeted at
markets in Central and North America.
Net direct foreign investment

Recent discoveries provide further encouragement. Canada-listed Pacific Rubiales Energy’s La Creciente gas find in
the Ciénaga de Oro reservoir, in the north
of the country, may contain as much as
3 trillion cf of gas, says ANH. The company has preliminary plans to export gas
from the field to Central America and the
Caribbean, but will need to demonstrate
to the government that the local market’s
needs – at present 0.7bn cf/d, but growing rapidly – will be met first before being granted an export licence.
Gas exporters in general face the constraint of a lack of export infrastructure.
Pacific Rubiales hopes to get round that
by using compressed natural gas technology. In addition, ANH is hopeful that the
pipeline through which Colombia supplies 150m cf/d to Venezuela will be extended in the other direction to Central
America, enabling exports to that region
when the flow of the pipeline is reversed
in five years’ time.
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By Martin Clark

A PIPELINE across Malaysia that would
provide oil shippers with an alternative to
sailing through the Malacca Straits could
be on stream as early as 2011, claims
its developer. Trans-Peninsula Petroleum
(Transpen) says the Trans Malaysian
Pipeline (TMP) will save time and money,
and ease congestion in the busy Straits,
through which ships carrying more than
10m barrels of oil pass each day.
The project could cut shipping times
from Saudi Arabia to China by three days,
says Transpen, which holds an exclusive
contract for the pipeline’s construction. It
could also mitigate the threat of piracy.
TMP would stretch 200 miles from one
side of the Malay Peninsula to the other.
Tankers would offload at Yan, on the west
coast; the oil would move through a series
of pipelines, before loading onto another
tanker on the eastern coast, near Bachok.
Linked to the pipeline plan are proposals to build refineries in Kedah, on the
northwest coast, and in Kenlantan, on the
eastern side. In a first phase, costing an
estimated $2bn, the pipeline would have
a capacity of 2m barrels a day. This could
rise to as much as 6m b/d in a second
phase, which, including the refineries,
could cost $14bn. Assuming work begins
this year, start-up is scheduled for 2011;
with the second phase on stream in 2014.

The TMP link would stretch 200
miles from one side of the Malay
Peninsula to the other

Source: ANH

Intensifying licensing activity
and rising upstream investment
are behind Colombian optimism

Photo courtesy Agencia Nacional de Hidrocarburos

Transpen continues to make progress;
it has contracted local group Ranhill Engineers & Constructors and an Indonesian consultancy, Tripatra, to work on the
project; the pipework would be supplied
by Indonesia’s Bakrie & Brothers.
TMP is also thought to be supported by
Iran, which is keen to diversify its export
options and expand its overseas refining
capabilities. Kedah officials say Malaysia’s
SKS Ventures will build the Kedah refinery
in a partnership with National Iranian Oil
Company. The firms signed a $16bn deal
last year to develop gasfields in Iran.
The idea of bypassing Singapore – a
staunch US ally – would appeal to Iran,
which is worried the imposition of sanctions against it might result in Singapore
refusing its vessels access to the Straits. A
corridor through Malaysia would offer a
safety valve for Iranian exports, says John
Balch, an Asia expert at IHS Energy.
Indeed, the project has also received
cautious political backing. In mid-2007,
prime minister Abdullah Ahmad Badawi
said the government would support the
project. But it is yet to provide funding
and the opposition leader says the project
lacks transparency and has urged the government to freeze the development.
Another disadvantage is the absence of
Petronas from the development. Transpen
claims to be in talks with various potential investors – including Middle East oil
companies, Islamic funds and large east
Asian consumer companies. It is also considering tapping debt markets or a stockmarket listing. But the outlook for the
project would be substantially enhanced
by a big-name backer, such as Petronas.
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NOCs and IOCs getting along just fine

With the cost of steel I can only afford to build one this big …
… I can build one this big

Photograph © Eric Kampherbeek, www.lacouleur.nl
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